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a b s t r a c t

The degree of autonomy provided to users when publishing contents in P2P file sharing systems allows
the dissemination of files with inaccurate, incorrect or imprecise descriptions, either because of the diver-
sity of users’ opinions (subjectivity) or due to malice. The lack of proper mechanisms to deal with these
issues leads to download of undesired contents, waste of resources (such as bandwidth), and users’ dis-
satisfaction. Current approaches try to identify improper descriptions (e.g., through users’ reports) and
isolate contents, but such strategies are cumbersome, require considerable time for a ‘‘stable view’’ about
the contents to be formed, and therefore promote early and wide dissemination of contents that do not
match users’ expectations. To overcome this limitation, we propose a novel strategy that allows users to
better describe contents and regulates content distribution based on users’ perception. The proposed
strategy, called DÉGRADÉ, harnesses the power of tags to control the dissemination of poorly, misdescribed
contents while it aids the dissemination of sufficiently and correctly characterized ones. Results obtained
through a large set of experiments provide evidence about the efficacy and efficiency of the proposed
strategy.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing systems have been one of the
most important Internet applications [1]. The majority of such sys-
tems are formed by communities of users sharing different inter-
ests and preferences [2]. In each of these communities, users
have autonomy to publish, label and describe new contents follow-
ing their own perception.

As a consequence of such autonomy, it becomes natural the
appearance of mislabeled, wrongly described contents. The reason
is either the diverse users’ perception regarding contents or malice.
Concrete evidences and statistics about ‘‘pollution1’’ have been
widely reported in the recent past (e.g., for BitTorrent communities
[3,4]). These evidences are underscored by a previous study [5]
and the results of a survey we have carried out with administrators
of BitTorrent communities, who informed that around 25% of con-
tents being published are ‘‘polluted’’ and need manual intervention.

To cope with the aforementioned issue, a variety of solutions
has been proposed to identify (and marginalize) ‘‘polluted’’

contents. The existing solutions share one important limitation:
they are unable to deal with the inherent subjectivity to character-
ize ‘‘pollution’’. Content regarded as ‘‘polluted’’ by a certain user
might be considered ‘‘non-polluted’’ by another. Furthermore, Lee
et al. [6] have shown that about 70% of users fail to notice certain
types of incorrect descriptions. Such fact is neglected in the design
of existing approaches, which assume that non-malicious users al-
ways detect inappropriate metadata.

As an important step towards increasing download quality in file
sharing systems, in this paper we propose DÉGRADÉ, a novel tag-
based strategy to control the dissemination of undesired contents.
Unlike existing solutions, DÉGRADÉ leverages social tagging system
techniques to allow users to express their perception about down-
loaded contents in a flexible and accurate fashion. Furthermore, and
key to our solution, DÉGRADÉ restricts the dissemination of contents
when the uncertainty on the vocabulary describing them is high,
and promotes their dissemination otherwise. We go beyond the tra-
ditional binary polarization (‘‘polluted’’ vs. ‘‘non-polluted’’) of users’
feedback in characterizing contents and provide a more effective
way for users to express their ‘‘taste’’ – through the assignment of
tags that represent their opinion about a content. The control
strategy underneath manages to reconcile such ‘‘tastes’’ and
downloads. As far as we are aware of, this is the first work to explore
the use of collaborative annotations (widely used in platforms such
as Delicious, YouTube, and Flickr) within a systematic strategy to
control content dissemination in file sharing systems.
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Our strategy has been evaluated by means of a large set of
experiments. We have reproduced BitTorrent swarms to mimic
various scenarios of content dissemination, and have employed
real traces from Delicious as sequences of tag assignments. In order
to measure the ‘‘quality’’ of downloads, we defined a metric based
on the variation of the vocabulary describing a content. The exper-
iments carried out showed that DÉGRADÉ was capable of improving
this metric. We also reproduced common attacks against file shar-
ing systems, in which malicious users (i) disseminate a large
amount of undesired contents and (ii) hinder users to reach the
contents they desire. The results achieved show that DÉGRADÉ is ro-
bust even in the presence of malicious users.

It is important to emphasize that the major contribution of our
paper is to solve the problem of dissemination of undesired con-
tents among users in file sharing systems, through the instantia-
tion of a tag-based strategy. The value of our contribution is
concerned to the challenges that have to be addressed when carry-
ing out such an instantiation. Our choice for social tagging systems,
in turn, is due to their inherent property of enabling users to freely
express their subjective opinion (through annotations) about a
given content. As shown in a previous study [7], these systems
already handle the problem of subjectiveness.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses some of the main strategies to tackle content pollution,
and describes the use of tags in the context of tagging-based sys-
tems. The proposed strategy and equations that govern its behavior
are presented in Section 3, whereas evaluation results are dis-
cussed in Section 4. Practical aspects related to the instantiation
of our mechanism in P2P systems are discussed in Section 5. Final-
ly, Section 6 closes the paper with concluding remarks and pro-
spective directions for future work.

2. Related work

The strategy presented in this paper combines two distinct
fields: pollution control in file sharing systems and tag-based sys-
tems. In this section we discuss publications related to these areas.

2.1. Pollution dissemination control in file sharing systems

There has been substantial investigation on solutions for
controlling the dissemination of polluted contents within the
peer-to-peer research community (please refer to Hoffman et al.
[8] for a research overview). In general, these may be categorized
in one of the following classes: feedback-based and moderation-
based solutions.

Credence [9], Scrubber [10] and Hybrid [11] represent some of
the most representative examples of user feedback-based reputa-
tion systems. Credence relies on the assumption that honest peers
issue similar votes when establishing the authenticity of a given
content. In this case, peers having higher voting similarity are more
trustworthy than others having lower similarity. Scrubber, simi-
larly to Credence, adopts a more aggressive approach to penalize
polluters. Hybrid, in turn, combines peer and content reputations,
thus managing to penalize peers that only occasionally upload pol-
luted content. An issue common to these solutions lies in their vul-
nerability to whitewashing attacks [12], since newcomers and
newly published contents start with a neutral reputation. To tackle
this issue, in a recent work our research group has proposed a gen-
eric conservative pollution control strategy [13] and instantiated it
as a mechanism for BitTorrent communities [14]. The strategy is
conservative in which it throttles the dissemination of newly pub-
lished content, and allows the dissemination rate to increase
according to the proportion of positive feedback issued about the
content. It avoids the problem of pollution dissemination at the

initial stages of a swarm, when insufficient feedback is available
to form a reputation about the content.

The second class of solutions, which are moderation-based,
relies on human intervention for accepting or rejecting content
submissions. Solutions vary according to the degree of decentral-
ization. On one extreme, administrators inspect every published
content individually. On the other, users may issue comments or
even denounce some content being shared in the community.
Centralized moderation-based approaches need to rely on a limited
number of system administrators. This imposes a severe constraint
to the rate in which content is evaluated, a problem for communi-
ties with higher content publication rates.

In summary, despite the clear advances towards addressing the
issue of content pollution in file sharing systems, existing solutions
do not take into account the inherent subjectivity behind the eval-
uation of shared contents. In the next subsection, we describe how
tags are employed to tackle this problem in the context of collab-
orative systems.

2.2. Tagging-based collaborative systems

User-specified tags have emerged as an alternative, or comple-
mentary, way of describing online resources such as web pages,
photos, and videos. Since its inception, tags have been largely ex-
plored in collaborative platforms such as Delicious, YouTube, and
Flickr. In line with their growing popularity, the also called social
tagging systems have received great attention from the scientific
community. Examples of research directions under investigation
include understanding the semantics of tags associated to different
types of resources [15], and the study of their structure and
dynamics [16].

It is consensus in the literature that tags substantially improve
searching and retrieving of resources on collaborative platforms,
and have the potential to boost reputation systems [16]. Folksono-
mies add an additional layer of descriptive information about the
content, and enable dealing with the subjectivity associated with
the process of resource description. In this realm, Andrade et al.
have proposed a peer-to-peer annotation approach, where users
can freely annotate available resources [17]. Despite its potential,
one of the main problems is the malicious or accidental assignment
of inaccurate/incorrect tags to resources. This behavior, known in
the literature as ‘‘tag spamming’’, has been widely discussed in re-
cent research [18–20].

In this paper we leverage the power of tags to control the dis-
semination of poorly, misdescribed contents and aid the dissemi-
nation of sufficiently and correctly characterized ones. There are
two challenges related to the adoption of tags as a mechanism to
deal with subjectivity in P2P file sharing systems: identifying when
the tag cloud effectively reflects the nature of a given content and,
as just mentioned, dealing with tag spamming attacks. The follow-
ing sections detail how these challenges are addressed by the pro-
posed strategy.

3. DÉGRADÉ model

This section introduces the downloads control strategy sup-
ported by content vocabulary variation. This strategy, called
DÉGRADÉ, can be divided in two main components. The first one is
the tagging component used by users to type in the set of tags asso-
ciated to some content. The second one is the aggregator service,
where the tags are stored and employed to build our solution.
The tagging component allows users to annotate contents similarly
to the popular Delicious bookmarking system. After each tag
assignment, the aggregator service updates the content vocabulary
and the variation metric used to control further requests for
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